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INTRODUCTION

I’ SONARCON is a control program , w itJer—a4~-- AOR1—ItrAust.in-,~--
1

for use on the UNIVAC 1108 computer , to facil itate the processing
of sonar data.

The prograni was originally designed and coded for the

CDC-3200 computer. The present system is a thorough revision

and considerable extension of that system.

Inc luded here in is a preliminary discussion of the formula tion ,
application, and usage of the new SONARCON.

1
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The new sys tem is c omposed of three subsys tems , SONAR1,

SONAR2 , and SONAR3 as indicated in the diagram following (p.3).
SONAR1 reads the topology list and prepares a relocatable ele!nent

in the user PCF. SONAR2 is a processed map used to load SONAR3 ;
its onl y purpose is to force SONARX to be the last element
allocated . (See page 8.) SONAR3 includes CARDRD , the sub-routine

which reads in and checks all the box inpu t parame ter cards ,

and SONARX, the main processing portion of the system.

The basic structural concepts of a SONARCON problem are

unchanged in the new system--levels and sections retain the

same meaning ; control passes through the levels and sections

essentially as before. Any number of data sets may be run through

the same topology .

The s truc ture of the ac tual processing of time-function data
through the boxes has been s imp lified . The number of data samples

per record is not fixed; it varies dynamicall y according to the
results of each box processed . One input record per channel

• produces one output record per channe l, although the numbers of
samples in an input record and an output record need not be equal,

and ei ther may be void . (It is required , however , that a number
of samples be available on each input time-function channel to a

box equal to that on every other input time-function channel to

that box , and that all output time-functions from a given box
have equal numbers of samples . See Black Box Coding Conventions.)

All s amples ac tuall y produced are processed forward as a complete
record Lhrough the section . Hence , the need for “partial-record

forking ” and “telescoping ” has been eliminated .

Time functions are read by a black box , MTI, and/or generated
by some box such as SINER or PIP. The number of samples per record

to be delivered to the SONARCON run is specified by the user;

2 
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there need be no relationship between this number and the number
of samp les in the physical record on the tape being read . (See

MTI write-up.)

Processing through sec tion 3 is terminated , as before , when
the last box in the section has been processed and an end-of-file

mark (end of echo) has been sensed and flagged .

N , the number of files to be processed through the level ,

is specified by the user to the time-function data input or data
generation box. The value is not specified directly to SONARCON.

The switch up and switch down settings effect the same flow

of control through multi-level problems as before. A sett ing of
1 causes all files for the level to be processed before going to

the next higher or lower level; a setting of 0 causes a transfer

of control to the next level after each file ’s processing .

Standard values for both are 1.

A fur ther capability,  tha t of feedback s has been added to
the new system. That is , a box may request time-function input

data tha t is genera ted by itself or by a box occurring la ter in
the topology (but still within the same section three). The

feedback requirement must be given in the topology along with the

corresponding input channel specification . (See page 17.)

On the following pages are two flow charts indicating in more
de tail how the ac tual processing progresses through SONARX .

4
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DATA STORAGE AND HANDLING

Under EXECII , the current resident software system for the
1108 , multiprograming is not possible. Hence , storage requirements
need not be specified to the resident system for each run ; the

entire memory, exclusive of the areas needed for computer systems

programs , is available to SONARCON .

The alloca tion of available memory is as f ollows :

• I Working Storage D 
~ 
P~J 

TABLE2 EI Working Storage...
014 ,000 0100 ,000 0164 ,000

— -•-—-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- - 
I 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I-bank D-bank
(Counters 1,3,...) (Counters 0,2,4,...)

where I represents all instruct ions , including the SONARCON
programs , all black boxe s need ed , and all attendant sub-routines;
D represents the data areas for the programs ; and P is the area
as signed for the parameter packets.
Note that the sizes of these areas and of TABLE2 vary with each
run .

All remaining memory is assigned at run time by SONARX , in
order , to (1) the working storage area for input and output time-
function data for a given box (the maximum amount needed by any
one box in the topology is de termined , and this amount of con-

secu tive storage is assigned), (2) all fields required for the run
(all data for a single field will be in consecutive memory), and
(3) intermediate time-function data storage , called “jung le uni ts”.

Hi gh core , following TABLE2 , is cons idered f i r s t for each
block of storage , and the assignmen t is made there provid ing the
block under consideration fits within the remaining available area.

Jung le units then fill all remaining space in both banks . This

scheme allows for minimum run time in that it maximizes the use

of the overlapping feature of the computer .

8
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Field da ta  is all carried in unpacked form , e i ther  fixed or
L l oa t ing , as supp l ied by the box tha t generates the data . Before
processing beg ins , storage requir emen ts are determined and
locat ions  for  a l l  blocks of f ie ld data are assigned . These are
thun fixed for the run. Once generated , a field is saved throughout

the processing of that entire data set.

Time-function data may appear in SONARX in any of three

forms--fixed point , packed (12-bits/sample , 3 samples/computer

word) ,  fixed point , unpacked (36-bits/samp le), or floating point

(36-b i t s / samp le ) .

Data is read f r om and wr itten on tape (by MTI , MTO) in packed ,
f ixed point form . I t  is supplied to , and returned to the syst em
by, each black box in unpacked fixed or floating point form. In

intermediate  (jungle uni t )  storage , the data is either in packed
fixed point form , or in f loating point form . (Floating point
f orm is not al lowed in inte rmediate stor age when the da ta has
been generated in fixed point or when all references to the
channel call for f ixed point d a t a . )

Intermediate  storage is arranged in “jungle uni ts . ” Each
unit co n sists of 24 10 c omputer words , inc luding one control word
and 23 data  words (23 f loat ing point samples , or 69 packed fixed
point samp l e s ) .  As many units as needed to hold a complete channel ,
including any necessary lag , are chained together by means of the

control words . Thus, any number of variable length channels can

be stored and not have to be moved within the storage area at

any time . Old samples can continually be deleted from a channel ,
and new ones added , but it is never necessary to move data within

intermediate storage. All data is deleted from storage as soon

as it is used for the last time ; only those portions of time-

functions needed for further use are saved . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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BLACK BOX CODING CONVENTIONS

Each black box consists of four sub-routines as indicated

below. Let XXXXX (five or fewer alphabetic* characters) be the

ba se name of the box , exc lusive of the use number , then the sub-
routines are designated as follows :

XXXXX O Pre-definition

XXXXX 1 Definition
XXXXX 2 Initialization

XXXXX 3 Norma l

Each of these sub-routines is described below . The formats

dis cussed assume FORTRAN black boxes . Machine language , with

k-arllpatible calling sequences , may be used . The instructions for

~:achine language programs should be assembled under counter 1,
and data under counter 0. These counter assignments are automatic

under FORTRAN .

All calls are made for each use of each black box referenced .

Pre-definition

The call to the pre-definition entry is made after reading

the topology list and before reading the card input.

The purpose of the sub-routine is to define the size and

location of a storage packet to hold parameters needed by the
black box . Standard values may be set within the packet as

desired .

~
‘The actual restrictions are slightly less. Only the first and
last charac ters of the box name mus t be alphabe tic , or , if
the first letter is a “P” or “R”, the first two and the last
must be alphabetic . The total number of characters in the box
name inc luding the use number must not exceed seven. For example,
ABCD999 , AB6CD2 , and ABCDEF1 are all valid box-plus-use-number
names; ABCDEF12, P6CD2 , and 2XYz3 are not.

10
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The forma t of the pre-definit ion call as issued by SONAR 3
is:

CALL XXXXX O (N ,P)

where N is the location of the number of words required in the

parameter  packet and P is an array which is the packet.  (N) may
be set to zero. At the t ime of the call , an adequate block of
storage is al lot ted to the array . Upon return from the call ,
SONAR3 collapses the storage block to (N) words.

The format of the black box pre-definition sub-routine is:

SUBROUTINE XXXXXO (N,P)
DIMENSION P(l)
N = (Required value)
(Optional code to set any standard
values in the parameter packet)

RETURN

Definit ion

The definition call occur s af ter  card input and therefore
can use any of the input parameters it may need.

Format of the call is:

CALL XXXXX1(P , INPF , INPT , KINPT ,L, IOUTF , I , IOUTT ,KOUTT ,A ,B)

where:

P Parameter packet

INPF Number of input fields required
INPT Number of input time functions required

IKINI’T Flag spec if ying fixed (KINPT =O)
(Omit if! or floating (KINPT 1) point time
INPT=O) ‘~ function data input. SVO

L~i Number of lag samp les required on each

input time function

11
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IOUTF Number of output fields to be provided

(Void if J~[(j), jl ,2,...,IOUTF
IØUTF=O)\

L Number of data words in j-th output field

IOUTT Number of output time functions

KOUTT Flag indicating that all output time function

(Void if samples from box are fixed (KOUTT O) or floating
I~UTT=0) 

point (KOUTT 1). SVO

A,B Floating point numbers used to determine the
maximum number of samples of time function

output, M, provided on a single normal entry.

SONARX computes -

N = A+B’N

where N is the number of the input samples
\~~~~~ provided.

Format of the sub-routine is:

SUBROUTINE XXXXX1(P,INPF ,INPT ,KINPT,L,IOUTF,I,IOUTT ,K0UTT,A ,B)
DIMENSION P(l), 1(1)

(Code required to set values for all formal parameters
except P.)

RETURN

Initializa tion

The format of the initialization call is:

CALL XXXXX2(P)

The box may set initial values in the P array as required .

The sub-routine format is:

SUBROUTINE XXXXX 2 (P)
DIMENSION P(l)
(Optional code)
RETURN

12
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Normal

The structure of the normal call is dependent on the values

provided for INPF ,INPT ,IOUTF, and IOUTT at definition. While these

parameters may vary from one box to another, so long as they

remain cons tant for a given box , it is possible conveniently to
structure the normal sub-routine at program time. The general
format of the call is: -

CALL XXXXX3(P,K,~’INPl,FINP2 ,..., ~

L INPF values. Omit if INPF=O J

IM, INPT ,AI ,L,~ OUT 1,FOUT 2 ,. . . , j

(Om it if INPT=O j (IOUTF values. Omit if I0UTF OJ

JM,IOUTT ,AJ ,N)

(Omit if IOUTT=O j

where :
P The parameter packet
K End-of-echo and/or end-of-set flags.

Bit 0=1 flags the end of the echo cycle (end

of file) bit 1=1 indicates end of set of

files (echo set) .  These flags may be set by
any box capable of making such a determination,

e.g., NTI,SCEXT ,RFEXT.
FINP1 The locations of the input fields.

The number of these is equal to INPF .

IN Total number of samples in each input time

function record (including lag)

INPT Number of input time functions

Al Two-dimensional array (IM ,INPT) which provides

all time -function input

L Number of lag samples

13 
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FOUT 1,....The locations of the output fields. The
number of these is IOUTF

JM The maximum number of output samples allowed ;
SONARX evaluates this as JM A+B(IM-L)

IOUTT Number of output time-function channels

AJ A two-dimensional array (JM,IOUTT) which will

receive all time-function output

N Value set by the box to the number of output
time function samples actually provided on

each channel.

If N=O, SONARX continues processing,

skipping any boxes using this output as S
input, except on an end-of-file pass, when
all bnxes are processed.

14
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- 
- INSTRUCT IONS FOR USE

I~~ut Deck

• The following cards are generally needed for a SONARCON run:

• RUN ABCOO 1,T22022 ,tt ,pp *

ASG A=SCN

XOT CUR
TRW A
I N A  ***

~N XQT SONAR 1
Topology Cards:

~~EOF

XQT SONAR2
Data Set 1

~~EOF

Last Data Set

~~~~ EOF

~~EOF

*See 1108 Center Bulletin #3 for t.D. and accounting fields format.
tt=maximum running time in minutes (SV=5) and pp maximum number
of pages of output (SV 3O).
**Any other tapes needed for the run should be assigned similarly ,
and the cards included here.
***If the run is to include any reassemblies, a second IN card
should be included here (calling in the symbolic codes), followed
by the appropriate ASM or FØR control cards and decks.

15
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Topology Cards Format

The topology list consists of one card for each black box

(including use number) to be used. The boxes mus t be listed in
an executable order.

The format for each card is as follows:

Column 1 -- Blank
Column 2 -- X, the level number.

X = O , 1, . . ., A , . .. , Z

X = blank implies last-named level is to

apply. Levels must be named in con-

secutive descending order.

Column 3 -- Y, section number .
Y = 5,4,3,2,1
Y = blank implies last-named section

Column 4 -- Switch up setting. SV=1

SU = 1 implies process all files in level
befor e go~ng to next higher level.

SU = 0 implies process one file in level

X , then go to level X+l.

Column 5 -- Switch down setting . SV1
SD = 1 or 0

Switch settings should be named just once per level.
Column 6 -- Blank

Column 7 -- Begin black box name

The remainder of the card is free-field . There are at most two
fields, each with sub-fields . Fields are separated by one or
more blank columns ; sub-fields, by a comma. A field must be

complete on one card.

Field 1

Sub-field 1 (must be present and begin in column 7)--
black box name and use number

16
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Sub-field 2 (optional)--a string of letters designating

the output time-function channels, from the curren t

box, which are to held in jungle unit storage in
• floating point. Since the maximum number of output

channels is 18, only letters A through R are legal.
• Field 2 (Optional, according to the black box input requirements)

Each sub-field names one input channel (field or
time-function) to the current box, plus its feedback
requirement, if any.

Field names must precede time-function names. No
channe l designation implies channel A. Feedback

requirements are specified within parentheses .

Refer to the appropriate black box report.

An example topology card is:

Column 1 2  3 4  5 6 7,...
0 3 EXAMPO ,AC TESTO ,DEL1A,LED4B(5)

Box EXAMP, use 0 , is in level 0 , section 3. Outpu t
channels (time-functions) A and C are to be held in
floating point. Input channels are to receive data from
box TEST, use 0, channel A, from box DEL, use 1, channel
A , and from LED , use 4, channel B. The third input
channel has a feedback offset of 5; other input channels
have no feedback.

Data Card Format

Data cards are read by CARDRD . Data formats as allowed by
FORTRAN are permissible here -- integers (decimal or octal,
octal being specified by a leading zero) , real constants (floating

‘ 

point numbers, which must include a decimal point) single or
double precision (double precision being designated by a “D”
immediately following the number, preceding the exponent), logical
values, and field data. Refer to FORTRAN IV manual , pp 3.1 f f .

17
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Cards are completely free-field , with either a “ “  or
separating one field from the next. Spaces and parentheses
are ignored; they may be used at will for clarity.

The f irs t fie ld of a da ta card mus t designate the black box,
inc luding use number , into whose parameter packet the following
data on the card are to be read. All other fields contain the
input data, ordered as specif ied by the box. The first is read
into the first slot in the appropriate parameter packet (or two
slots, if the data is double precision), the second into the
next, and so on.

Scann ing of a card for da ta is term inated by a “
;
“ in any

column , including the first, or following column 80. Comments

as desired may follow a semi-colon.

Two characters , P and R , have special func tions on the data
cards. Each of these, followed by an integer , n (octal or
decimal), occup ies a f ield and controls the data reads as follows :
“Rn ” causes the field last read and stored to be stored in the
following n locations (or 2n locations if double precision).

causes the storage “pointer” to advance to the n-th slot in

the packet (the first packet location is numbered 1) and begin

storage of the following data in that location.

A sample input parameter card is:

EXANPO=l7,(l.6384E4,R l) , l6384.ODO,2’HEAD 7 890’,.S.;DATA CARD

In the parameter packet for box EXAMP, use 0, will be stored:

WORD 1 000000000021
2 217400000000
3 217400000000
4 201740000000
5 000000000000
6 151206110567
7 057071600505
8 00000000000 1

18 
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Error Diagnostics

There are approximately 50 different error messages available

in the SONARC ON programs. Most are self-explanatory. (A complete

list of the diagnostics will be included later in the more

extensive SONARCON report.)

The detection of an error results in a diagnostic print-out

and abortion of the run.

All input cards, topology and data , are checked as completely
as possible. Should an error be detected, the error is noted by
the appropriate diagnostic message and all remaining input cards,

including all data sets for the run , are read and syntax checked
before the run is terminated.

Below are the current error messages that may be seen.

SONAR 1 Error Messages:
1. ERROR , LEVEL CODE IS ILLEGAL

2. ERROR, SECTION CODE IS ILLEGAL

3. ERRØR , LEVEL/SECTION MUST OCCUR IN DECREASING ORDER
4. ERROR , BOX NAME 1~JSE NUMBER EXCEEDS 7 CHARACTERS
5. ERROR, BOX NAME FIELD NEVER TERMINATED
6. ERROR, CHARACTER IN FLOATING PØINT CHANNEL DESIGNATOR IS

ILLEGAL
7. ERROR , CHANNE L NAME/USE NUMBER /CHANNEL DESIGNATOR EXCEEDS

8 CHARACTERS
8. ERROR , A DIG IT OF THE FEEDBAC K SPEC IF ICATION IS NOT NUMERIC

9. ERROR, VOID CHANNEL SPECIFIED

10. ERROR, ILLEGAL CHANNEL SPECIFIED
ii. ERRØR, TØPOLØGY LIST IS TOO LARGE

12. ERROR, CONTROL CARD ENCOUNTERED IN TOPOLOGY LIST
13. ERROR , XXXXXXX APPEAR S TWIC E IN THE TØPOLOGY LIST
14. ERROR, XXXXXXX IS LISTED AS AN INPUT CHANNEL NAME BUT IS

NOT LISTED AS A BOX

15. ERROR , A BLACK BOX NAME/USE NUMBER IS ENTIRELY NUMERIC
16. TABLE OF C ONTENT S CANN~~ BE READ FROM DRUM

19
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CARDRD Err or Messages:
1. ILLEGAL CONTROL CAR D ENCØUNTERED
2. RUN INHIBITED
3. TOO MANY PARAMETERS FOR BLACK BOX
4. BLACK BOX NAME NØT FIRST
5. ERROR IN FIE LD 

_ _ _ _

SONAR3 Error Messages :
1. ERROR, THE PARAMETER PACKET STORAGE REQUIREMENT IS TØO LARGE
2. ThE NUMBER oF INPUT CHANNELS SPEC IFIED T~ . XXXXXXXXXXX J D~ ES

NØT MATCH THE NUMBER REQUIRED
3. ERROR , THE TOPOLOGY TABLE STORAG E REQUIREMENT IS TOO LARGE

SONARX Error Messages:
1. ERROR 1
2. ERROR . INPUT FIELD TO NOT AVAILABLE
3. ERROR . INSUFFIC IENT FIELD STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR RUN
4. ERROR . INPUT TIME FUNCTION TO 

_____  
NOT AVAILABLE

5. ERRØR4
6. ERROR . ILLEGAL FEEDBACK CHANNEL NAME D
7. ERROR IN SPEC IFIC ATION OF A AND/ØR B-- BOX
8. ERRØR 1 IN COUNTF/DELETE S-R
9. ERROR 2 IN COU NTF/DELE TE S-R

10. ERROR . INSUFFIC IENT J .UNIT STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR RUN
11. ERROR . INPUT T-F CHANNELS TO 

_____  
ARE NOT OF EQUAL LENGTH

12. ERROR . JM FOR 
_____  

TOØ BIG
13. ERROR . C . S. TOO LONG FOR NORMAL ENTRY TO 

_____
.

14. ERROR . T-F STG ALØTTED IS TØØ LITTLE FOR 
_____

15. ERRØR8 IN SECNN S-R
16. ERROR , TØØ MANY CHANNELS WITH FEEDBAC K SPEC IFIED
17. ERROR . ILLEGAL NO. OUT PUT SAMPLES SPEC IFIED BY 

_____
.

20
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FIELD OVERLAY CAPABILITY

The SONARCON sys tem has been extended to allow the
user to specif y the overlaying of field storage in core during
execution of a run, thus allowing for the considerably grea ter
total storage requirements of some runs. Care must be exercised

by the user that one field is overlaid only by another which is
genera ted following the las t reference to the firs t field .

Field overlay spec ifications are named following the
topology list and the ‘XQT SONAR2 ’ control card , and prior to
the first input data set. The same set of overlay specifications

applies to all data sets for a run.

Field overlays are specified in blocks ; the full

block must fit in consecutive available memory, either high
or low core , or the overlay block is ignored and the run
attempted without that overlay .

Field overlay blocks are assigned storage immediately
following the working time function storage area. (See SONARCON

Repor t, pages 8 ff.) SONARX attempts first to put the overlay

blocks in high core. Fields are assigned in the order named in

the overlay list. Note that it is thus possible to use this

feature to force often-used field data into the data bank (high
core), thereby minimizing run time.

Field Overlay Deck Format

The entire overlay deck is optional . If no field

overlays are desired , the input data deck immediately follows
the ‘XQT SOMAR2 ’ control card . When it is present the overlay 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j
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deck is read by SONAR3 , which builds a temporary table . This

table is la ter read by SONARX , which uses the information in

allocating storage .

The format for each overlay card is as follows:

Column 1 mus t contain an as terisk , *.

Columns 2 - 80 are free field . All spaces are ignored . Reading

of a card is terminated by a “;“ or an “*“ (see below).

Each field is the name of a black box output f i eld ,
including the use number and channel name; if no channel is

specified , it is interpreted as ‘A ’. A single field should not

be named more than once.

Fields are separa ted by a minus sign or by one or more
commas . The “ -“ causes the two fields to be assigned to consecutive
storage . Each “

, “ causes the storage assignment counter to back
up one field in the overlay list and overlay that field ’s storage
with the next field named .

Naming a block of fields for interdependent overlays
may ~equire more than one card . This is accomplished by
terminating all but the last card of the set with an “*“ . Any
commas meant to follow the last-named field on a card must be

on tha t same card , preceding the final asterisk ; the continuation
card must have an “*“ in column one and begin thereaf ter wi th a
field name. No connecting symbol preceding the end asterisk

is interpre ted as a

The overlay deck , when presen t, must be terminated by

an EOF card .

Error Diagnostics

One or more of the following error messages will  resul t
from errors in the overlay input deck:

‘ILLEGAL CARD IN FIELD OVERLAY DECK. CARD IGNORED ’

‘CONTINUE FLAG ON LAST CARD IGNORED ’

2 
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‘TOO MANY COMMAS . CARD IGNORED ’

‘ILLEGAL FIELD NAME. CARD IGNORED ’

‘FIELD NAMED MORE THAN ONCE FOR OVERLAY. CARD IGNORED ’

‘ERROR . FIELD OVERLAY BLOCK TOO LARGE--CARD IGNORED.
FIELD FROM BOX XXXXX ’

Example:
The following cards will cause field storage allocation

as diagrammed :

* FLDXOE ~ FLDXOF , FLDOG ~ FLDXOH ~ FLDXOI ~ FLDXOJ
* FLDXO-FLDXOB-FLDXOC-FLDXOD ,, ,
* FLDX 1A-FLDX1B
* SETO-SET1

~~EOF

FLDXOE
FLDXOF
FLDXOG
FLDXOH

i 
FLDXOI
FLDXOJ 

i 
FLDXOA FLDXOB FLDXOC FLDXOD
FLDX1A FLDX1B

I SETOA SET1A

1’ I I  
—

Start of
available .
field stg. Begin non-

overlaid
field stg . 
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